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Apologies for the late reply, cant seem to find a minute lately. Please see below.
Dear Sir/Madam,
My name is Redacted, my home address is Redacted. The garden to my property backs onto the
area in question namely Castle Woods.
Please except this email as an insight into the problems we as a family are experiencing due to
the lack of maintainence being served on the woods by the owners.
Firstly there is an issue with fly tipping. I have noticed that over the last year there have been a
steady increase in the amount of rubbish and household waste being bumpped on the site. I have
highlighted this to the owners numerous times with no action or response.
Secondly there is a major issue with tt1e drainage.
I purchased my home in Redacted as i had a growing family and the garden and castle woods was
appealing as i had young children at the time.
For the first Redacted years we experienced no issues with rain water run off from castle woods
as i believe that the former owners the MOD maintained this land on a regular basis. Around 201 o
-2011 i became aware that drainage ditches had been dug on the ground of the woods, i presume
by the owners Osbourns in an orientation that would direct water towards my neighbours garden
and my own.
We there after started to experience a large amount of running water entering our gardends
directly from the woods, passing throw our gardens at Redacted and thereafter
draining into the road way of Redacted
As you can imagine this has resulted in not only an issue of us not being able to enjoy our family
garden during the winter and wet months of the year but also an environmental issue due to the
water run off not being contained by suitable drainage.
I also have a concern for the elderly residents of our community/street as during the winter this
water run off freezes in the street making walking precarious.
I firmly beleave that the land known as castle woods in helensburgh is not being suitably
maintained by the current owners and would recommend this land be taken on by another
organisation that would be willing to improve and maintain.
Kind regards,
Redacted
Sent from Redacted
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